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A. Introduction  
 
WIRCam, the new 20’ x 20’ Wide-Field Infrared Camera at CFHT, will be commissioned at the beginning of 2005. 
WIRCam will be used exclusively in the Queued Service Observations (QSO) mode, starting in the summer of 2005. 
Observations with WIRCam will essentially follow the same procedure as with CFH12K/MegaCam: the proposal 
submission will be done in two steps (Phase 1 and Phase 2), the preparation of the queues made through the QSO 
Tools, and the observations executed via the Observing Tool by sequentially sending commands to NEO/TCS. 
However, there are some differences, of course, between WIRCam and MegaCam, mostly originating from strategic 
limitations of near-IR astronomy compared to visible observations. Technical differences also are significant. The 
exposure strategy for WIRCam is not the same at all as with MegaCam so the definition of instrumental configurations 
as defined in QSO will be quite different.  Other major differences include the geometry of the mosaic, filters, guiding 
made on the array itself, and a special but important “nodding” mode of observing. 
 
This document does not include modifications to the suite of QSO Tools.  It is expected that some modifications to the 
existing tools will also be necessary to accommodate WIRCam observations, in particular for the Observing Tool 
breaker and the Statistics Tool.  Changes to the QSO Tools will be described in another document (QSO-031). 
However, this document includes some discussions on more general NOP issues including the QSO Breaker, since 
those are very closely related to observation modes presented here. 
 
NOTE: Not all of the details for the operations of WIRCam are known at the time of writing. It is likely that more 
modifications will have to be implemented during the commissioning period. 
 
B. Modifications to PH2 
 
The Phase 2 Tool (PH2) will remain the main QSO component for successful queue observations in the WIRCam era. 
Although there are obvious differences between WIRCam and MegaCam, the initial design of PH2 and the queue 
database made them “upgradeable” for WIRCam. Therefore, it is foreseen that PH2 will still function as it currently 
does but with the addition of some other options necessary for near-infrared observations and technical differences 
between the mosaics. 
 
Other than for several somewhat minor changes, three major modifications or additional functionalities for QSO 
observations with WIRCam through PH2 are foreseen: 
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1. Exposure strategy.  The introduction of the micro-dithering mode (or sub-exposures within a dithering pattern; 
see section 10) adds up a level of complexity to the form of PH2 and also to the execution of observations at 
the Observing Tool (breaker) level. Limitations in the exposure times are now based on astronomical 
justification for near-IR astronomy rather than only on technical restrictions. Calculation for the overheads 
charged to PIs will also differ from the MegaCam version.  See document QSO-027 for more details on 
exposure strategy. 

 
2. Guide Stars Selection.  For WIRCam, no pre-selection of guide stars prior to the observations will be 

undertaken. Neither the QSO Team and or the PH2 users will have to select their guide stars since this is done 
automatically at the telescope by the guiding software. However, targets used for guiding will not have any 
scientific value. Thus for certain programs, it will be important for the user wishing to do so to be able to 
specify “zones of exclusion” for this automated selection, in order to avoid using targets of scientific interests. 

 
3. Nodding Target-Sky. For certain observations (e.g. when the target is wider than the field-of-view of the 

camera), it is necessary to sequentially observe the target and a nearby region of the sky in order to evaluate 
the fast changing sky background. To achieve this, a special “nodding” mode has to be developed in PH2. By 
far, this is probably the most important addition to PH2 and the entire chain of observing for the NOP, in 
particular for command sequence between the Observing Tool breaker and NEO. 

 
The best way to present the detailed modifications/additions to PH2 is to go through all of the sections of the tool.   
 

1. Login Page 
 

No major modifications needed. Add WIRCam to the sentence listing the purpose of PH2 in the top frame.  
 

2. Program Selection 
 

The page already includes the name of the instrument associated with the program.  This is where the user will 
be directed to the version of PH2 relevant to their proposal RunID after selection (e.g. MegaCam vs. 
WIRCam); in fact different parts of the application are activated depending of the instrument. Since one 
program is associated with one and only one instrument, the RunID has to be unique. 

 
3. Program Details 

 
No modifications needed.  For WIRCam, the grading and ranking of the program will be done independently 
from MegaCam programs. 
 
NOTE:  Calibration programs for QSO for WIRCam will have RunIDs allowing us to differentiate them from 
the QSO calibration programs for MegaCam, which at the moment are Q95, Q96, Q97, Q98 and Q99. 
Equivalent calibration programs for WIRCam should belong to Q80-Q89. 
 

4. Program Constraints 
 

Modifications: 
 
- Add the question:  Do you require defining “zones of exclusion” for guide stars that will be automatically 
selected at the telescope during the observations? Options: “Yes/No”. Default is No. If “yes” is selected, the 
special form with Aladin for exclusion zones will be available (see section 6). Note: For obvious reasons, the 
option of defining those zones for the guide stars is not offered for ephemeris targets. 

 
- Add the question: Does your program require “nodding” (i.e. target-sky-target-…) observations? Options: 
“Yes”, “No”. Default is No. (Please see Help files or Tutorial). If “yes” is selected, the nodding pattern (NP) 
form becomes accessible.  
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- Remove second box regarding possible detector failures. [Q: Should we put something equivalent in case one 
of the quadrants dies?] 

 
5. Fixed Targets 

 
Required Modifications: 

 
1.  Change the reference grid for Aladin according to WIRCam mosaic geometry.  The exact geometry is not fully 
defined yet but it will be close to this: 

 
 

The exact dimensions of the gaps, the pixel scale, and the definite field-of-view will be firmly established during 
commissioning of the camera. Note that the physical size of the detectors is also not even certain as this time and the 
gaps could be as high as 1 arcminute. The expected pixel scale for WIRCam is 0.3”/pixel. In the above figure, the red 
numbering identification in the corners of the different devices is not definitive. 
 
IMPORTANT NOTE: As with MegaCam, we will need to define a reference “optical center” falling on the array. This 
reference is used for pointing so it is entirely preferable that it falls on the array, on a good portion of the chip.  The 
reference point selection will depend on the final cosmetics aspect of the detectors and their distribution in the mosaic, 
since some of them have defective structures in their corner.  As a reference, the reference center for MegaCam was 
defined 20” away from the corner of one of the central detectors (chip 22).   
 
As with MegaCam, the WIRCam grid in Aladin should be entirely movable and coordinates of pointing as defined 
from the reference point can be “grabbed” from the grid as well. Both options for displaying the images (Low 
Resolution (LR) /High Resolution (HR)) should be made available as well, since the LR reference can be used to select 
a region for a “sky frame” falling outside of an extended target. An extract from the 2MASS catalog could be loaded in 
addition with GSC. 
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2. New predefined pointings will be needed. Pointings are already associated with an instrument. No major DB 
modification and as usual, [pointing coordinates = target coordinates + pointing offsets]. A priori, the 5 pre-defined 
pointings offered for WIRCam could be something like the ones showed in the previous figure (numbers surrounded 
by a square). The table below gives the approximate offsets to be applied from the optical axis reference so that the 
object is found at the P# as illustrated above. Of course, those will be more precisely defined when the exact geometry 
of the mosaic becomes known. As with MegaCam, users can define their own pointing offsets as well.  Options for 
random pointing (RANDS, RANDM, RANDL) remain but their exact definition could be changed, if needed. 

 
Pre-defined position Pointing Offset (RA) (‘:”) Pointing Offset (DEC)(‘:”) 

1 00:00 00:00 
2 -05:00 05:00 
3 -05:00 -05:00 
4 05:00 -05:00 
5 05:00 05:00 

 
6. Guide Star Exclusion (GS Excl.) 

 
Probably the easiest way to implement the “zones of exclusion” for the automated guide star selection is through a 
non-mandatory form, after the target coordinates are chosen and saved by the user. This new form, “GS Excl.”, is only 
available if the user has first requested it from the Program Constraints form.  The subtlety in the process for this 
selection is a dynamical one: the coordinates of the zones are directly linked to the target coordinates. If the latter are 
changed, the zones must become invalidated (in principle, they could remain valid but it’s probably simpler to change 
their status to invalid if the targets are modified).  This dynamical interaction might be the hardest one to implement 
within the PH2 logics.  
 
The global design proposed of the form, which also uses the Aladin interface, is given below. 
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Global Functionality: 
 

• If option “yes’ is selected in the PH2 Program Constraint page, the special form for defining the zones 
becomes available. If access is tried without this option correctly selected, the “typical” PH2 message should 
be displayed (see ephemeris form, for instance) 

• The top frame allows the user to select the fixed target for which the exclusion zones should be 
defined(NOTE: The ephemeris targets, ET, are not included). After this selection, Aladin can then be opened 
with the special button on the right. 

• Aladin displays the DSS 15 x 15 arcminutes field-of-view (the “low-resolution” scale is probably too bad to 
make a decent selection; WIRCam is bigger than 15” but that might be the best we can do right now).  
Superimposed on the DSS field is a fixed grid representing the mosaic, centered on the pointing coordinates 
(i.e. as usual, pointing coordinates = target coordinates + pointing offsets). The GSC catalog also appears (not 
showed above); clicking on a star gives the relevant information at the bottom of Aladin which is useful for the 
selection. An extract from the 2MASS catalog could be loaded in addition with GSC. A rough example is 
showed below. 

 

 
 

• In the right side menu of Aladin, an additional button is made available, a crossed “GS” button. Clicking on 
this button enables the creation of the boxes, that is, the zones of exclusion of guide stars. 

• The default box is 30” across and is the only option. 
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• By clicking on a target, the box is then centered.  Deletion of a box is possible with the delete feature of 
Aladin. 

• When everything is set, the “grab” button in the PH2 form registers the central coordinates (RA, Dec) of all 
the boxes and save them in the DB.  So, there must be a relational link in the database between the target and 
the exclusion zone tables. The zones are displayed in the table in the form; none of the entries are editable. 

• Status of Zones: Because of the direct link between the target coordinates and the location of the zones of 
exclusion for guide stars, it is necessary to maintain a dynamical status for the zones: 

o Selected: This is the status coming out after the grab.  
o Ready: This is the status after the save, when the data are actually inserted in the database. 
o Invalid: If the coordinates of the target are eventually changed and saved, r if the target is deleted, the 

zones become invalid for this target. Invalid zones will not be sent by the Observing Tool breaker. 
 

Question: 
 

1) Should we have the status of the zones  also displayed in the fixed targets table? 
 

 
NOP Issue: Command Set 
 
As with MegaCam, we can expect the following commands to be sent by the QSO breaker in the Observing Tool: 
 
gcoords none :   no guiding required 
gcoords select:   guiding required 
 
How should the coordinates of the rejection boxes been passed to NEO and the guiding software? By using an unique 
size of the box, only the central coordinates and the epoch have to be sent by the breaker; the total exclusion area can 
then be programmed at the lower level (essentially, the exclusion box is 100 x 100 WIRCam pixels). Should we have 
something like this ? 
 
gcoords z1 12:34:55 +35:22:22 2000.0/ z2 12:43:22 +35:10:10 2000.0 /select 
 
Questions: 
 

1) How many “boxes” can we put in the command?[ A: Given that the science  requirements would be from 1 
to 100, typically, 10.?] 

 
2) If the command syntax is a limitation, can we grab the necessary info directly from the QSO database and 
use a different argument in the gcoords to do so (e.g. gcoords exclusion/select)? 

 
7. Ephemeris 
 
No modifications needed. 

 
8. User Dither Patterns (UDP) 
 
The maximum range of the offsets depends on the instrument. For WIRCam, this will have to be defined later, since 
the main limitation is the guiding taking place on the array; too large an offset could result in lost of guide stars.  At the 
moment, the maximum offset is expected to be around 2 arc minutes. The functionality of the UDP form does not have 
to be changed at this moment. 
 
Q: The limitation on the size of the offsets might be a problem for users who want to do large dithering for sky 
background purpose but without using the nodding mode. If the guiding software can select stars over a large area, 
the maximum offsets can be quite large but < 30 arcmin (limitation of TCS). Do we want to do that? 
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9. Nodding Mode 
 
Near-IR astronomy differs from visible astronomy in a fundamental way: the sky background can vary by several 
percents within minutes.  To achieve good photometric accuracy, the sky background must be constantly evaluated 
with the source observed. For punctual objects or targets occupying a small fraction of the field-of-view of the mosaic, 
the sky can be estimated on the science frames themselves. However, when the target is extended and spread across an 
important fraction of the field-of-view (if not larger), sky frames have to be acquired in another way. This is usually 
done by “nodding” the telescope, that is, by moving repeatedly between the target and a region of the sky nearby with 
no signal coming from the science source.  
 
An excellent source of information for this mode of near-IR astronomy, its importance and limitations, based on 
observations with CFHT-IR can be found in a paper recently published by Vaduvescu & McCall (2004, PASP,116, 
640). 
 
Such a mode has to be provided for WIRCam and constitutes maybe the most complicated modification to implement 
for QSO and the NOP for WIRCam observations. There are several issues related to this mode; all discussed below. 
 
 
Nodding Mode: General Specifications 
 

i. Any combinations “target-sky” should be possible (e.g. T-S-T-S-T-…; S-T-T-S-T-T-S-…), at the discretion of 
the user. 

ii. Offsets between the target and sky should be possible up to 5 degrees (RA and Dec), since very large object 
might be observed with WIRCam (e.g. M31).  Offsets between the target and the sky region are done as 
telescope slews, not offsets, since the TCS hardware limits the offsets to less than 30 arcminutes, insufficient 
for our purpose. 

iii. All offsets (nodding offsets and dithering) are absolute and all done with respect to the target pointing 
coordinates. 

iv. Offsets “types” must be introduced for guiding purposes; it is necessary to know if the telescope goes from the 
target to the sky, and vice-versa. Also, for data reduction requirements, it is necessary to indicate in the image 
headers if the exposures are done on a target or the sky. 

v. All offsets target-sky (or sky-target) will be charged as overheads to the total I-time allocated to the PH2 user. 
vi. Regular Dithering Patterns (DP; LDP) should be applicable, if needed (in other words, iterations on the target 

and sky can be done following a dithering pattern). 
vii. Different nodding patterns (NP) can be created and saved for further applications by the PI (as for regular 

UDPs). 
viii. Patterns must be fully editable, but entries must fully meet requirements of pre-defined validation rules (see 

form description). 
ix. Guiding/non-guiding observations are possible with the nodding mode. However, to minimize overheads, the 

accurate pointing done with an astrometric solution is NOT possible (see next section of instrument 
configuration form). [Q: The main reason for that comes from the telescope slews T-S-T-… which will lose the 
offsets applied for correcting the pointing. Is it acceptable?] 

x. If needed, the “zones of exclusion” for the guide stars might be used for the nodding mode. This requires an 
astrometric solution but no offset for correcting the pointing accuracy of the telescope. {Q: Is this acceptable?] 

xi. Sky exposures are done exactly like the target exposures: equivalent integration time; micro-dithering on or 
off; guiding on or off. (Example: If one DP exposure on the target is 5 sub-exposures of 30 sec, an exposure on 
the sky position will be done exactly the same way, not with only 1 sub-exposure of 30 sec but with 5 x 30). 
[Q: Is this correct? I have received different answers on this strategy from different people….  My 
understanding is that for S/N reasons, the same strategy must be used for the sky exposure. It is a crucial point 
to elucidate since we cannot do both possibilities at the breaker level.] 
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QSO Nodding Pattern Mode Form 
 
The basic design of the nodding mode form proposed for PH2 and its global functionality are illustrated by this figure: 
 

 
 

 
Top Frame: Several entries are first selected by the user before creating the nodding pattern: 
 

i. Basic Dithering Pattern/Scale:  Nodding usually includes a dithering pattern for the target and sky exposures 
(for instance, to get rid of the mosaic gaps and array defects).  As explained in the next section, the dithering 
patterns for WIRCam are pre-defined in the database, as with MegaCam, and this is what’s offered in this first 
window in the top frame (Single, DP2, DP3, ….DP#; LDP2, LDP3, …LDP#).  Since the table is editable, 
there is no need to include the UDPs in the list. The next option is to define the scale of the pattern, as 
specified in the instrument configuration. Choices are N/A, 1.0, 1.5.   

ii. The strategy for the NPs might differ from a PI to another: some will require starting on the target, other on the 
sky position. The selection can be made from a pull-down menu with the options “Target”/”Sky”. 

iii. Sky Exposures Frequency: This allows the user to specify how often he/she wants to move to the sky region. 
Choices are: Every Target Exp.; Every 2 Targets Exp.; Every 3 Target Exp.; …Every 5 Target Exp. 

iv. Reference Sky Offset: This is an entry table to specify the reference offset applied between the target and the 
sky region. As usual with PH2, units are [+/- d ‘ “]. 

v. Applying DP on the sky exposures: This option allows the user to specify if the offsets automatically applied 
with DP previously selected should also be applied to the sky exposures (for similar reasons). This might be a 
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bit complicated to implement in a form like this because the number of sky exposures might be different from 
the number of target exposures (see example below). 

vi. When all the parameters are selected, the pattern can be named and labeled (NP#) with the “create” button. 
This creates the table for the NP in the middle frame of PH2. 

 
Middle Frame: The NP table contains a list of entry fields populated according to the selections made in the top frame. 
All fields are editable and rows of target and sky exposures can be added (or deleted; not shown). 
 

i. The position (label) identifies the exposure. 
ii. Observation: This identifies if the target or the sky is observed. 

iii. Offset Types: For guiding purposes, it is necessary to know when the telescope will go from the target to the 
sky (and vice-versa).  This column identifies the offsets (A -> B) with the detailed options: O -> O (object to 
object), O -> S (object to sky), S -> O (Sky to object), S -> S (sky to sky).  The column is automatically 
populated when the table is created. However, since additional editing might be done, it is important that the 
column is editable as well with the offset types found under a pull-down menu. 

iv. Target/Sky Offsets:  Entry fields must be editable and in the usual “degrees, arcminutes, arcseconds, units 
employed in PH2.  Validation rule: All offsets should be < 5 degrees (RA & Dec). 

v. Select: (Not shown): Each row is selectable. 
vi. Additional Rows:  Rows can be added one by one to the table with the “Add Target Position” and “Add Sky 

Position” buttons. The obvious reason for having two buttons is to create the appropriate position in the table 
respectively to what was already defined from the labels in the existing table. The label number is increased 
sequentially, like in the UDP form, but the observation and offset type columns are updated depending on the 
button selected. 

 
Bottom frame: 
 

i. Save: When everything is ok, the form can be saved by the user. Validation rules: Offsets entries cannot be 
null; offset type cannot be null. Offset should be < 5 degrees (Q: Is it ok?) 

 
Note: At the moment, due to a limitation with the units in the database, offsets are limited to 1 degree. This will have 
to be corrected to meet the specifications. 
 
Nodding Pattern: Examples 
 

� Example 1:  A pattern T-S-T-S-T-S is requested by the user, with a dithering pattern applied on both the target 
and sky observations, which have a typical offset of +2 degrees in RA. 

 
o User selects DP3, the appropriate scale, start with a target, sky exposure for every target exposure and 

a typical offset of 2 degrees in RA with a DP. The resulting table will look like: 
 
 

Position (label) Observation Offset Type RA Offset [d ‘ “] Dec Offset [d ‘ “] 
O1 Target O -> O 00:00:00 00:00:00 
O2 Sky O -> S 02:00:00 00:00:00 
O3 Target S -> O 00:00:30 00:00:30 
O4 Sky O -> S 02:00:30 02:00:30 
O5 Target S -> O -00:00:30 -00:00:30 
O6 Sky O -> S 01:59:30 -00:00:30 

 
 

o The execution of the sequence will be done as following: 
 

1. “tcoords” (target coordinates) + slew 
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2. guide star acquisition (if required); no astrometry 
3. “ocoords” (00:00:00  00:00:00) : guiding + take first exposure of DP 
4. “targetsky” (tcoords + O2) : telescope slew to sky position relative to tcoords; 

guiding acquisition + exp 
5. “skytarget” (tcoords + O3) : telescope slew to target, second position of DP; guiding 

+ exp 
6. “targetsky” (tcoords + O4) : telescope slew to sky, second position relative to 

tcoords; guiding + exp 
7. “skytarget” (tcoords + O5) : telescope slew to target, third position of DP; guiding + 

exp 
8. “targetsky” (tcoords + O6) : telescope slew to sky, third position relative to tcoords; 

guiding + exp 
9. End of nodding pattern 
 

 
� Example 2: A pattern starting with a sky exposure is required, with a sky exposure for every 2 target 

exposures: S-T-T-S-T-T-S. No dithering pattern is required for the sky and sky offset of 50 arcminutes are 
required.  

  
o The user selects DP4, scale of 1, start with sky, sky exposure every 2 targets, and a typical offset of 50 

arcminutes in RA. The resulting table is: 
 

Position (label) Observation Offset Type RA Offset [d ‘ “] Dec Offset [d ‘ “] 
O1 Sky O -> S 00:50:00 00:00:00 
O2 Target S -> O 00:00:30 00:00:00 
O3 Target O -> O 00:00:40 00:00:40 
O4 Sky O -> S 00:50:00 00:00:00 
O5 Target S -> O -00:00:30 00:00:00 
O6 Target O -> O -00:00:40 -00:00:40 
O7 Sky O -> S 00:50:00 00:00:00 

 
 
o The execution of the sequence will be done as following: 
 

1.“tcoords” (target coordinates) + slew 
2. “targetsky” (tcoords + O1) : telescope slew to sky, first position; guiding acquisition + 
exp 
3. “skytarget” (tcoords + O2): telescope slew to target, first position; guiding acquisition 
+ exp 
4. “ocoords” (O3): telescope offsets for DP; guiding + exp 
5. “targetsky” (tcoords + O4) : telescope slew to sky, second position; guiding + exp 
6. “skytarget” (tcoords + O5) : telescope slew to target, third position of DP; guiding + 
exp 
7. “ocoords” (O6): telescope offsets for DP; guiding + exp 
8. “targetsky” (tcoords + O7) : telescope slew to sky, third position; guiding + exp 
9. End of nodding pattern 

 
 Questions:  
 
 1) Should the form be integrated to the UDP form? (A: In my opinion, it might be simpler and less confusing 
for the users to have two clearly identified forms. It might be easier to implement too?) 
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2) Are the specifications on accurate pointing and guide star exclusion given above acceptable?  
 
NOP Issues 
 
With the above design, two new commands might be necessary in order to be able to define offsets within the nodding 
pattern which are in fact telescope slews: 
 
targetsky:  This command slews the telescope from the last target position to coordinates of the target + offsets 
defined for the sky position in the nodding pattern. At the moment, the exposure strategy is the same for the sky as 
with the target: (e.g. if micro-dithering is on for the target, it is on also for the sky). 
 
skytarget: This command slews the telescope from the sky position to coordinates of the target + any pointings 
offsets defined in the nodding pattern.  
 
Question:  
 
Do we need two different commands? (A: It is possible that the guiding(and pointing) strategy might differ between the 
target and the sky observations. It becomes necessary then to differentiate the different slews at a higher level.)   
 
10. Instrument Configurations 
 
The instrument configuration (IC) form for WIRCam is the current PH2 page requiring the most important 
modifications.  A summary of the exposure strategy with WIRCam is given below; for a more detailed description, 
refer to document QSO-027. The exposure strategy will introduce major differences in the way the integration time (I-
time) is calculated in PH2 as well as changes in the Observing Tool breaker. This is briefly discussed in this section. 
 
Exposure strategy:  
 

 
 

Dithering Pattern (DP): A series of N exposures (identified as A, B, C, etc) with individual exposure time E. Each 
exposure has a telescope offsets (α,δ) associated to it (can be 0,0). 
 
Sub-Exposures: A series of s exposures of individual exposure time ε taken without a micro-dithering pattern. In other 
words, one exposure of the DP is composed of s sub-exposures. 
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Micro-dithering (mDP): A series of micro-exposures m with individual exposure time e. Micro-dithering is a 
technique used to increase the spatial resolution of the images. A full micro-dithering pattern contains at least 4 micro-
exposures offset by 0.5 pixels by the ISU software system (showed as an inset). One exposure of the DP is then 
composed of m micro-exposures, with m being a multiple of 4.  
 
In summary, with WIRCam, each exposure within a DP can be the result of two acquisition strategies: sub-exposures, 
that is, exposures with individual exposure time ε all taken at the same location on the sky; and micro-exposures, 
exposures taken in groups of four, with individual exposure time e, done in a micro-dithering pattern with offsets of 
half a pixel. This defines most of the specifications for the Instrument Configuration form in PH2.  
 
Important Note:  The maximum size for (cube) files to remain manageable with WIRCAm is about 2 Gbytes.  That 
means that the number of sub- or micro-exposures that is possible to stack in one file is ~ 60. However, offering that 
number could be problematic for a lot of PIs; after discussion we will limit the number of exposures to be included in 
one file to 32. The total number of exposures within a complete DP pattern could then be up to about 600, probably 
enough to cover all possibilities. 
 
Instrument Configuration Form: 
 
The new instrument configuration form for WIRCam is illustrated in the following figure: 
 
 

 
 

Necessary modifications: 
 
- List of filters:  The list of filters for WIRCam that will be originally offered is described in the following 
table. Note that the filters are already associated with an instrument. No major DB modification. (Note: There 
are two entries for certain filters because will want copies of them). The complete identification proposed for 
the headers, similar to the format used for MegaCam, is name.WC####); numbering has not been fully defined 
yet. 

 
Name PH2 Name Headers (CFHT) Identification 

J J J.WC8101  ;  J.WC8103 
H H H.WC8201   ;  H.WC8202 
Ks Ks Ks.WC8301   ; Ks.WC8302 
Y Y Y.WC ? 
H2(1-0) H2 H2.WC8304 
K Continuum Kcont Kcont.WC8303 
CH4-On CH4on CH4on.WC8203 
CH4-Off CH4off CH4off.WC8204 
Low OH-1 LowOH1 LowOH1.WC8102 
Low OH-2 LowOH2 LowOH2.WC8104 

 
The selection entry in the IC form for WIRCam introduces a validation step which is not present in the case of 
MegaCam: The maximum individual exposure time is limited in the near-IR and depends on the filter. This is 
discussed below. The minimum individual exposure time does not depend on the filter. 
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- Binning: remove completely this option. 
 

-   Dithering Patterns:  New pre-defined patterns will have to be offered. Patterns are already associated with 
an instrument. No major DB modification. Nodding patterns should be visible from the pull down menu when 
they are defined in the special PH2 form (section 7). 

 
-  Scale:  As for MegaCam, several scales can be chosen for the dithering pattern: N/A, 1.0, 1.5 and 0.  Note 
that if a nodding pattern is selected (NP), the only option for the scale is N/A since it’s already defined in the 
NP form (Q: is it the right way to do this?). 
 
- Micro-dithering: Micro-dithering is an option: “Yes/No”. Default is “yes”. Validation rule: If “yes”, the 
number of micro-exposures should be, 4, 8,…32. If “no” is selected, the number of sub-exposures should be 1 
…32. (Q: Can the selection pull-down menu be automatically and dynamically linked to this flag in the table?) 

 
-  Number of sub- or micro-exposures:  If micro-dithering is not selected, the exposures within the DP can be 
split in a number s of sub-exposures.  The pull-down menu goes from 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 …32, in order to limit the 
files under the limit of 2 Gbytes (see document QSO-027 and remark above).  If micro-dithering is selected, 
the exposures within the DP will be split into a number m of micro-exposures.  In that case, the choices must 
be a multiple of 4 for the number of micro-exposures (4,8,…32). Validation Rule: If micro-dithering is 
selected, number of exposures must be a multiple of 4. 
 
- Time for sub- or micro-exposure: This is the exposure time (exptime) for one of the sub-exposure or micro-
exposure. The minimum exposure time possible with WIRCam is equal to the readout time; a check will have 
to be made on this during the save procedure. Maximum remains 7200 seconds (OB limitation). Validation 
Rule: The exposure time maximum is linked to the filter selected, due to saturation by sky background in the 
near-infrared.  The validation during the save action will need to check that the exposure time requested 
is not higher that the limits defined for a given filter. The following table gives the approximate maximum 
times for each filter for Mauna Kea; those times will be precisely defined during commissioning: 

 
Filter Maximum Exposure Time 

J ~ 120 sec ? 
H ~ 100 sec 
K’ ~ 60 sec ? 
Y ? 
Others No limit ? 
  

 
- This page points to DIET so the link will have to be changed to point toward the new DIET for WIRCam. 

 
 
Calculation of I-time 
 
The calculation of the I-time for the instrument configuration is different for WIRCam and depends on the number of 
sub-exposures (or micro-exposures) selected. However, the I-time for one IC depends also on the type of pattern used, 
that is, if the IC contains a nodding pattern or not.  
 
The global formula for WIRCam becomes: 

 
I-time (IC) = I-time (target) + I-time (sky) + I-time (additional overheads), 

 
The table below gives the different formulae for the various scenarios: 
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Where: 
 
N = Number of exposures in a DP (target) 
s = number of sub-exposures per DP position (micro-dithering off) 
ε = individual exposure time for each sub-exposure 
m = number of micro-exposures per DP position (micro-dithering on) 
e = individual exposure time for each micro-exposure (note: e = ε) 
Bsky = number of sky position within the nodding pattern 
r = readout time (for 2005B: 5 seconds) 
n = number of offsets between the target and sky in a nodding pattern (and vice-versa) 
(τ)OS;SO = Overhead charged for each  O->S or S->O offset of a nodding pattern (for 2005B: 60 seconds) 
 

Note that for I-time (sky), the formula reflects the specification xi) described in the nodding pattern section. If this is 
not valid, the formula will have to be modified. 
 
 
NOP Issues: Command Set and Examples 
 
The additional layer of exposures for WIRCam and the optional micro-dithering require new, additional commands for 
the Observing Tool breaker.  This is not the place to detail this but the following includes some suggestions and some 
observation examples. 
 
Micro-dithering:  micro=on, micro=off 
Micro-dithering exposures:   mexp=4,8,12, …60 
DP sub-exposures: sexp=1,2,3,4,….60 
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� Example 1: A sequence with DP2 is requested, with micro-dithering enabled for 8 micro-exposures of 30 
seconds each. The sequence (without all of the details) could look like: 

 
->  tcoords (RA;Dec) 
-> ocoords (00:00:00 00:00:00) 
->  go etype=object micro=on  mexp=8 etime=30 
-> ocoords (00:00:20 00:00:20) 
->  go etype=object micro=on  mexp=8 etime=30 
 

� Example 2: A sequence with DP3 is requested, without micro-dithering. Each 5 sub-exposure is 10 seconds 
long. 

 
 
-> tcoords RA;Dec 
->ocoords 00:00:00 00:00:00 
-> go etype=object micro=off  sexp=5 etime=10 
->ocoords 00:00:20 00:00:20 
-> go etype=object micro=off  sexp=5 etime=10 
->ocoords -00:00:20 -00:00:20 
-> go etype=object micro=off  sexp=5 etime=10 
 

Questions: 
 
 1) Do we really need two commands for micro-exposures and sub-exposures? [A: We still could use “nexp” 
but it might be preferable to distinguish both strategies.] 
 
 
11. Constraints 
 
Modifications/Additions: 

 
-   This page points to DIET so the link will have to be changed to point toward the new DIET for WIRCam. 

 
-  IQ Constraint: For the moment, the same image quality constraint ranges apply, although the reference to “r band” is 
of course, not valid anymore. For WIRCam, the image quality will be referred to the K band. (Q: Since seeing can be 
quite good in the near-IR, do we need something more specific for < 0.55”, i.e. < 0.4” ? Can we sample that with 
micro-dithering with WIRCam?) 

 
-  Sky Background:  The background in the near-IR does not vary that much with the Moon but rather with the sky OH 
airglow lines. The figures below, extracted from Vaduvescu & McCall (2004), shows the general behavior for Mauna 
Kea. The sky background will vary by about a factor of 2 in J band throughout the night: the first hour or so will 
always be “bright” (or “grey”), and the rest will be close to “dark”.  In K band, the variation follows a similar trend  
but with a longer time-scale and a much smaller amplitude. The three options offered for MegaCam (dark, grey, 
bright) are overkill for WIRCam since the variations can happen on a time scale of minutes. In fact, other observatories 
(e.g. ESO, Gemini) do not even offer a constraint option on the sky background for their near-IR observations (this 
constant background is what we have offered too in DIET for 2005B).   I do not think this is reasonable for WIRCam 
and that we need to define two bands for the sky background constraint:  “median” and “high”.  The bands in fact are 
defined by a background threshold for each filter at the level of QSO from real-time Elixir measurements, as with 
MegaCam.  Obviously, with WIRCam, the “median” band will be quite broad. 
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- Airmass: Same constraints are offered, no changes. 
 

 
12. Observation Blocks 
 
Only one modification:   

 
- Accurate Pointing:  A new column with a check flag should be added in the table for “Accurate Pointing”. Default 

is enabled.  Different from the CFH12K implementation, the accurate pointing option does not change the 
computation of I-Time, so it can be an editable field. Validation rule: Accurate pointing is not a valid option if the 
OB contains observations using a nodding pattern (NP).  

 
Note: At the moment, this is not clear if the implementation should follow the CFH12K model where you could select 
the option for pointing for all the OBs created. If the default must be changed for all the rows in the table, this is 
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tedious work for the user so it might be preferable to indeed use the previous implementation and include the accurate 
pointing option below the target list. 
 
NOP Issue: Command Set 
 
The accurate pointing is a procedure done at a lower level, that is, by the guiding system software (and not a manual 
procedure like it was done for CFH12K). So a new command flag must be sent with the “go” to indicate if the pointing 
procedure, which requires the calculation of an astrometric solution from the acquisition image obtained for finding the 
guide stars and the application of a telescope offset must be executed. 
 
Accurate pointing command:  pointing=on; pointing=off 
 

� Example: An observation required a DP2, with micro-dithering (20 micro-exposures, 50 sec each), with 
accurate pointing. 

 
-> tcoords (RA;Dec) 
-> ocoords (offset1) 
-> go pointing=on micro=on mexp=20 etime=10 
->ocoords (offset2) 
-> go pointing=on micro=on mexp=20 etime=10 
 

Question:  
 
Obviously, for the second offset, there is no need to take an astrometric solution. However, if the sequence is 
started on exposure 2 instead e.g. (to finish the DP later on), the astrometric solution must be done. How do 
we handle this?  Should we rather put the pointing command as an argument in tcoords? 

 
 
13. Observation Groups 
 

 No modifications necessary. 
 

14. Summary  
 

No modifications necessary. 
 

15. Helpdesk 
  

No modifications necessary. 
 

16. Logout 
 

No modifications necessary. 
 

17. Others 
 

The PH2 Tutorial and Help files will have to be modified accordingly. 
 
C. Priorities/Implementation Timetable 
 
Other then the minor modifications need for WIRCam, priorities (1 to 3) for the implementation of the major 
modifications is given in the following table: 
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Modification/Addition Priority 
Aladin: New Grid/Pointing Offsets P1 
Exposure Strategy (Inst. Config.): filters, micro-dithering, sub-
exposures, new DP, validation rules. 

P1 

Nodding mode P2 
Guide Stars: Zones of Exclusion P3 

 
Implementation Timetable  
 
WIRCam will only be offered to the communities for the semester 2005B.  A lot of offline tests can be done for PH2 
and the entire chain of NOP prior to that semester, off-line and on the sky during the commissioning period. The table 
briefly gives some schedule for the implementation and testing phase. 
 

Event Date 
PH2 final design March 2005 
WIRCam DB design/implementation March - May, 2005 
PH2 Implementation March-May, 2005 
Testing Phase/Final Implementation May - June, 2005 
Release for 2005B 15 June, 2005 ?  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


